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THIS IDC INNOVATORS EXCERPT FEATURES: VERSA NETWORKS

IN THIS EXCERPT 

The content for this excerpt was taken directly from IDC Innovators: SD-WAN, 2017 (Doc 
#US42549917). 

 

Why Versa Was Chosen as an IDC Innovator 

Four years after its inception, Versa Networks has seen increasing customer adoption of its SD-WAN and 

SD-Branch solutions for enterprises, primarily working through service providers and VARs. Versa's SD-

Branch collapses multiple functions that today have physical or virtual appliances such as routing and 

security complementing its SD-WAN and SaaS Optimization capabilities. Versa provides visibility, control, 

and automation to ease WAN deployment, simplify management, and increase operational effectiveness. 

 

 

IDC Innovator Assessment 

• Versa has partnered with MSPs and value-added resellers that serve the full spectrum of enterprise 

customers. Versa's solution aims to enable enterprises to transition to a software-defined architecture 

that encompasses SD-WAN and end-to-end security. This is achieved through decoupling software 

from proprietary hardware and offering multiple functions combined into a software platform.  

• Versa Cloud IP Platform can be deployed on a x86 white-box appliance or in a public cloud such as 

AWS or Azure or private cloud using KVM and open vSwitch. 
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• Versa Analytics is an integral part of the solution to provide visibility, control, baselining, correlation, 

and  prediction as well as the ability to act upon this data in real time with a user-friendly interface. 

Versa Analytics also offers REST API extensibility.  

• Versa positions itself as the first with many capabilities, including an IPv6-capable SD-WAN solution 

for both overlay and underlay. While IPv6 adoption lags worldwide, this is beneficial to MSOs and 

early-adopting regions such as Japan. 

 

Key Differentiator 
Versa's Cloud IP Platform is a cloud-native, multitenant, multiservice software platform. It integrates SD-

Security to enable a "perimeter-less security" architecture and functions as a virtual UTM solution or the 

SD-Branch. This is achieved via security functions (e.g., DDoS prevention, NG firewall, URL filtering, 

antivirus, and next-generation VPN) that are service chained together. That is to say end-to-end security 

is natively embedded throughout the SD-Branch platform — and is agnostic to transport method, while 

carrying a high level of customizability depending on an end user's needs. 
Challenges 
Like many in this space, Versa is a start-up that does not have the same financial resources and name 

recognition of incumbent networking vendors. Versa's value proposition, which is advocating for going two 

steps beyond SD-WAN to SD-Security and SD-Branch, may require more extensive education and 

persuasion for different enterprise IT gatekeepers and decision makers. 
 

IDC INNOVATORS IN SD-WAN 

Cloud computing is driving significant changes to how WANs are architected, built, and managed to 

support increasingly critical cloud-based application workloads. Client/server era WAN technologies do 

not support today's branch-to-cloud application traffic and thus are inadequate for many distributed 

organizations' mission-critical applications. Moreover, traditional WANs are complex to manage and do 

not support DX-level business agility as legacy WANs often are characterized by backhaul 

inefficiencies that compromise application performance, business agility, and employee productivity. 

Thus enterprises are embracing software-defined WAN (SD-WAN) technologies that allow for greater 

access method flexibility, faster provisioning, better management visibility, and improved cost 

efficiencies. SD-WAN has emerged as the solution for enterprises increasingly dependent on the cloud 

and on requiring "anytime, anywhere" application access. IDC research indicates that the need for SD-

WAN is acute for a growing number of enterprises, especially as they migrate to public cloud services. 

Enterprises and communication service providers (CSPs) are considering and evaluating the 

technology, with the latter building ecosystems to ensure they protect their MPLS business while 

providing secure, optimized cloud access options to their enterprise customers. 

IDC Innovators are emerging vendors with revenue <$100 million that have demonstrated either a 

groundbreaking business model or an innovative new technology or both. This IDC Innovators study  

TECHNOLOGY DEFINITION 

SD-WAN leverages hybrid WAN and a centralized, application-based policy controller; analytics for 

application and network visibility; a secure software overlay that abstracts the underlying networks; 

and an optional SD-WAN forwarder (routing capability) to provide intelligent path selection across 

WAN links, based on the application policies defined on the controller. This means that specification 
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and prioritization of network connectivity (MPLS, broadband internet, 4G/LTE, etc.) can be assigned on 

a per-application basis. 

IDC INNOVATORS INCLUSION CRITERIA 

An "IDC Innovators" document recognizes emerging vendors chosen by an IDC analyst because they 

offer an innovative new technology or a groundbreaking business model, or both, and were approved 

by the IDC Innovators Review Panel. It is not an exhaustive evaluation of all companies in a segment 

or a comparative ranking of the companies.  

An IDC Innovators document highlights vendors that meet the following criteria: 

 In IDC's opinion, the company exhibits innovative technology or a new business model. 

 The company has annual revenue <$100 million at the time of selection. 

 Customers are currently using the company's products and services (i.e., the products and 

services are not conceptual or in the process of being released). 

 The product, service, or business model must solve or help alleviate an IT buyer challenge. 

In addition, vendors in the process of being acquired by a larger company may be included provided 

the acquisition is not finalized at the time of publication of the document. Vendors funded by venture 

capital firms may also be included even if the venture capital firm has a financial stake in the vendor's 

company. 
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